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Abstract: India  is  one  of  the  world's   fastest-growing  e-commerce marketplaces, worth  $120 billion  

in  2020   the Indian   legal  framework, notably  taxes,  presents several  hurdles and  uncertainties for the e-

commerce business some  states  charge  entrance taxes  on internet purchases from  other  jurisdictions, 

Entry  taxes  are  indirect taxes  on  items entering a local region for consumption, use, or sale The tax rate 

and application varies per state,  from  05  percent  to  15%  The  state  collects entrance tax from e commerce 

enterprises or their logistical partners during  delivery.1 E-commerce enterprises must register   with   

the   state   and   report   transactions  periodically  Several   e-commerce enterprises  and   industry  

organisations  have   challenged  the entrance tax  in court, arguing that it breaches the 

constitutional values of free trade, non-discrimination, and tax harmonization E-commerce 

companies claim  that the entry  tax double  taxes  them and their customers, raises  the cost of doing  

business, distorts  the market, and hinders the growth  and development of the industry. State  

governments justify  the admission charge  to defend  their   revenue,  local merchants  and   

producers,  and   market equilibrium They  argue  the entry  tax applies to  all   things  entering the  

state,  regardless of purchase or delivery The  entry  tax  is separate from  any  central  tax  and  

does  not  double  tax Entrance tax  case  pending Alarger  Supreme Court  of India  panel  will  

consider various  entry  tax  petitions This    litigation   affects    India's    digital    economy,   fiscal  

federalism, and  e- commerce Knowing other nations' indirect tax systems and tax systems helped  

Indian legislators build  the  Indian   Entry  Tax  structure July  2017  saw  India's   Entry    Tax 

Before  the Entry  Tax, India had a convoluted tax system  Indirect taxes  were included Many  

products and  services were  taxed  The  Entry    Tax    aimed    to   boost    India's economy and 

attract international investment Entry Tax promoted multinational investment State  taxes  scared  

off foreign  investors their disinterest caused it Since July 2017, CENTRY TAX refers   to  the State  

and  Central Entry Taxes Tax collection   is  simple  Federal  Entry  Tax  funds  go to the federal  

government,  while  state funds  go to the state. 

Keywords: ENTRY TAX, TAX REGIME, TAX STRUCTURE, DOUBLE T A X ,  S T A T E  

T A X ,  C E N T R E  T A X  

 

Introduction 
 

The customer only pays  one tax on the commodity they  buy,  thus  federal  and state entry taxes 

are mostly  theoretical Consumers may not realize  that their purchases are subject  to a 12 percent  

tax, with  6 percent  going  to the state  and 6 percent  to  the federal  government Imports are subject  

                                                           
1  Entry tax in india-taking stock and setting expectations (https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/deloitte/in/documents/tax/in-

tax-entry tax.pdf) 
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to the Integrated Entry Tax, as are transactions between  Indian   states   Thus,   we   apply   Central   

and   state   entry   taxes   to  Indian transactions .2All three taxes  utilize  the same  rate India  and 

the EU import  goods  and services  using   taxable   people   and  transactions  Indian   and EU 

taxable  transactions are  similar  India  has  a progressive tax  structure with  tax  rates  from  0%  

to 5%,  12-18%,  and  even  up  to  28%  Some  products were  charged at 0%  or 5%  to  lessen  the 

massive financial load that taxing  the Indian  populace  would  have  imposed.3This   prevented  

taxes   from   having   the   reverse   impact   The distribution  of digital  goods  is considered a service  

in India since the definition of a service  is similar to  the  EU's  The  Entry  Tax  law classifies  the   

item   as   a  service   The   removal  of various   taxes   is one   of  the   biggest   advantages  of  

implementing  The   Entry   Tax eliminated  several   hefty   taxes   Excise   Duty,   Countervailing  

Duty, Cess, Central Sales  Tax,  Service   Tax,  and  State  Level   VATs   are examples State  VATs  

are gone India's  Entry  Tax  on  E-Commerce. This  agreement helped    create   the 

federal indirect tax system (Modified Tax   System) It might   avoid   MODVAT double taxation 

by crediting excise   taxes   on specific items   The   MODVAT makes   this possible. The MODVAT 

prioritizes this problem Another objective is to eliminate the multiple excise charges, tariffs,  and 

taxes  charged at different industrial stages  We aim to accomplish these  goals  using  this  way  

MODVAT will  change  tax administration this method ventures, the need to adhere   with rules   was   

a major   factor   that   contributed to the downfall of the system these components fraudulent reduced input 

tax cascading, improved union excise  charge  transparency, and  self-policed tax fraud  in addition to the rise 

of unscrupulous authorities who backed  interacted, causing instability.  Credit   had   been extended on false 

papers, duty had not been paid, credit   had been extended twice on the same documents, there were additional 

or xerox  copies  of  invoices, items  had not  been physically transferred, duty-paying paperwork had  not  

been supplied, and so  on 5  April  2000  saw  a  major   MODVAT  change . 

 

 

This  started   the  later   process Procedure  began   here  the  2004 CENVAT strategy followed the  2002  

tax  system foundation. 4The federal government started strictly enforcing the Service. Tax Credit Rules 

in 2002 Service providers may collect service tax if  they  fulfill legislative   requirements   Implementing  

the new tax  system   required   preparation   this approach  also closes tax loopholes Prolonged challenges 

The tax  law  reform raised many new worries  Stopping   bogus  credit,  tax  cascading,  and formalizing  

credit are difficult challenges  This approach may consolidate  and unify provisions, making money available 

across  sectors eight Service  providers  may only deduct  service  tax, whereas  manufacturers can deduct 

excise charges on finished products, inputs, and partly processed capital goods Exempt   service providers  

may deduct service tax India's central excise and drugs  taxes on goods  and services  were  recently  changed  

(CENVAT).The House of Commons modified   the  2011   fiscal   year budget  to  change   the CENVAT  

Credit  2004  definitions  of "Input" and "Input Services" Regulations  2(K) and 2 include earlier meanings 

(I) The definition now includes multiple inputs This change is crucial since the prior definition missed many 

essential pieces Mr Atal Bihari Vajpayee founded   the  Kelkar   Group   under Mr Vijay Kelkar in 2005 to 

campaign  for a national indirect tax system . Vijay Kelkar heads the Kelkar Group Mr Atal Bihari Vajpayee's  

2005 Kelkar  committee  recommended . 

The  new  indirect  tax  system  was  modeled  after Europe's VAT and other indirect taxation systems the 

new indirect  tax  system  utilized these parts. The new indirect tax system was completed in 2009 with 

universal  agreement  on a dual entry  tax,  which  requires  the federal and state governments  to  enact  

and  collect taxes separately  this was a system completion  requirement  the new system demanded  

this adjustment  the dual-entry  tax system included  the universal  single-tax  agreement  due to ruling 

party infighting  and resistance  from parliament. The Entry Tax  bill  was  defeated    Officials    never    

signed    the bill  2012  saw government changes to CENVAT5 Rule 2(a) enlarged taxable capital 

goods, Rule 2(I) reclassified  input  services,  and Rule 5 modified  CENVAT  credit returns. Most  

                                                           
2 MODVAT 
3 Https://taxguru.in/excise-duty/cenvat-credit-6th-amendment-rules-2012-   amend-cenvat- credit- rules-2004.html 
4 Explanation 2 to the third proviso of clause (23C) 

 
5 Rule 7  of   CENVAT    
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of the important  changes   from   the   previous   edition  are in this one The Order's  rules  3(5),   

3(5A),   4(1),   4(2),   6(3),  6(3C),  and  6(4)  were  also  considerably changed  (3D)  Don't  violate  

these  regulations  Implement    the   new   regulations    India made three Act amendments  since 2014 

Rule   7   of   CENVAT   credit rules14  redefines "Relevant   Period"  Next  year,  the  opposition   

took  control  the  government   feels  the CENVAT  tax system has many problems  and  that  the  

revisions  have  not  considerably improved it the improvements    were   made   this   system's   "anti-

Make   in India" stance raises  production  costs,  makes  tax  calculation  complicated,   and  places  

tax  burden  on supply chain stages Arun Jaitley, India's Minister of Finance, suggested  charging 

visitors in 2015 In 2016. 

 

 

The Ministry  of  Finance  released   a  sample  Entry Tax bill for public discussion. 
6
Given  the 

consumer    backlash   to   the   new   Entry   Tax   law,  this  is  a  major economic  win  for  India  

Indians  see  the  November 8, 2016, currency demonetization as recent   as  Trump's   triumph  On 

November  8,  2016,   or  20177,   India   will  demonetize its currency Stopping Indian currency 

counterfeiting will diminish terrorist and criminal funding  The Indian government  made this choice 

(19) to promote  a digital economy  and tax more people,  among  other reasons  Reducing   government    

corruption   was another factor  India's  government's  choice  will harm  its citizens.8In a survey on 

how the demonetization of currency has affected micro, small, and medium-sized businesses (MSMEs), 88 

percent of respondents said that the retail sector was most affected due to customers' high reliance on cash, 

and 81 percent claimed that customers drove cash. The general  public  and   56   percent   of   respondents    

agree  that the agriculture sector and other labor-intensive   businesses  have suffered as a result of 

the government's decision     to  demonetize   large  amounts  of    currency     Average     individuals 

couldn't withdraw  enough money from ATMs and banks to cover basic daily expenses  Daily and 

weekly  employees  were  paid  late Ninety-two  percent  of respondents  said  the currency scarcity 

was harming their ability to buy food, milk, and other  needs;  eighty- nine percent said they had 

problems  obtaining  cash  out   of   or putting  money  into banks;  and five- eighths said they had 

trouble going  about  their daily routines. Withdrawals  were  unrestricted  in March  2017  this  is 

one  reason  Indians  hate charging   foreign   visitors  due     to  demonetization  and  cash  shortages,   

people  are struggling to meet basic needs The ENTRY TAX  raised  essential  item  prices, burdening 

the Indian  economy   and  people  Short-term performance cannot predict India's vast economy's  long-

term  impacts will  benefit   India's   economy   regardless   of the currency demonetization's  merits  

India's  smooth  transition  to a unified   taxation   system   should increase   international  investment  

Expect  this   soon   In   the   next   chapters,   we   will examine  how  this phenomena  has  aided  

internet  enterprises   
 

 

VP  Singh,  acting  Finance Minister in 1986, proposed  MODVAT  This agreement  helped create the 

federal indirect tax system (Modified Tax System) It might avoid MODVAT double taxation by 

crediting excise  taxes  on specific  items  This  makes  possible  MODVAT  prioritizes  this problem 

Another objective is to eliminate the multiple excise charges, tariffs, and taxes charged at different 

industrial stages We  aim  to accomplish  these  goals  using  this way MODVAT will   change   tax   

administration this   method  reduced  input  tax cascading,  improved union excise charge transparency,  

and self-policed  tax fraud.9 The  government outlawed credit  on falsified documents, credit  

without duty,  credit on the same  documents twice,  credit  on an extra/Xerox copy  of the invoice, 

credit  on the  invoice  without physical   movement   of   the   goods,    credit    of   duty    without 

production of duty-paying documents, and  so on5  Credit  on  a Xerox/Extra Invoice was also 

forbidden Credit  without Duty-Paying Documents  was  also  forbidden  Adjustable  MODVAT 

was adopted in  April 2000 Procedure commence Everything began  here Thus, the 2004 CENVAT 

                                                           
6 http://www.vatassociation.org/vat-news/news-from- via-members/59-vat-in-india-past-present-and-future 
7 Substitution of new section for section 23. 
8 Retrospective exemption to certain activities and transactions in Schedule III to the Central Goods and Services Tax Act. 
9 Ibid. 
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proposal relied  on the 2002 tax change  In 2002,  the Federal  Service  Tax  Credit  standards were 

established  These  laws  may  help  service  providers  recover  service  tax  Preparations enabled 

the  new  tax  system  .  

This  technique fixes the  old  tax  system's faults  These issues  are  prehistoric The  tax  reform  

raised  many  difficulties Limiting fake  credits, closing  tax  loopholes,  and   codifying  credit   

systems  are   among    these  problems This  system   integrates  and  standardizes  credit,   making  

it  accessible  to  all  market sectors8 Manufacturers may  claim  excise  on completed products, 

inputs,  and  partly processed capital  goods,  whereas service  providers can  claim  service  tax  on  

taxable and exempt  services India's  Central  Excise  and Narcotic Tax  on Goods  and Services 

saw several  revisions India  taxes  goods  and services with  these  (CENVAT).10
 The 2004 CENVAT 

Credit rules' definitions  of "Input" and "Input Services" were changed  to  fit  the  2011  legislative   

budget financing   process  Rule  2(K)  and  Rule  2 originally included these words the revised 

definition  takes into account the supplying  of input  commodities  as well as the offering  of 

services11.ese  objectives are ours  MODVAT will alter taxation This  minimized input tax 

cascading, increased union excise  charge  transparency, and self-policed tax fraud Compliance 

requirements and their fraud and corruption still damage the system Many factors   created   system   

instability  the  government  outlawed  credit   on  counterfeit papers,   credit   without  duty,   

credit  on   the   same   documents  twice,   credit   on   an extra/Xerox duplicate of the invoice, 

credit  on the invoice  without real  movement of the goods, credit of duty without duty-paying 

documentation, etc. Credit without Duty- Paying  Documents was  illegal.  Adjustable MODVAT 

began  April  2000 start here 2002 Federal  Service   Tax  Credit  criteria  underpinning the  2004  

CENVAT proposal.The  government outlawed credit  on  counterfeit papers,   credit  without 

duty, credit on the same documents twice,  credit  on an extra/Xerox duplicate of the invoice, credit 

on the invoice  without real movement of the goods,  credit of duty without duty - paying   

documentation,  etc.   Credit   without Duty-Paying Documents was   illegal. Adjustable 

MODVAT Start began April  2000.   Start   here.   2002   Federal    Service Tax   Credit   criteria 

under pinning the 2004 CENVAT proposal.12
 These laws may help service  providers recover  

service  tax Preparations enabled the new tax system  Fixes  the outdated tax scheme   Prehistoric  

problems  Tax  reform was problematic Limiting bogus  credits,   addressing tax  loopholes, and  

codifying credit   systems  are   issues.   Credit   is   integrated  and   standardized in  this  

system8Manufacturers may claim  excise  on finished products, inputs,  and partially processed 

capital  goods,  whereas service  providers can claim  service  tax on taxable  and exempt services. 

India revised  its  Central  Excise  and  Narcotic  Tax  on  Goods and Services India levies   these   

taxes   (CENVAT)   The   2004 CENVAT  Credit  regulations'  "Input"   and "Input  Services" 

definitions were updated for the 2011 parliamentary   budget funding procedure Rule 2(K) and 2  

originally  contained  these terms (I) Inputs are now  included Since  the  previous   definition  did 

not include  all categories. The new indirect  tax system  was   modeled   after   the European  value-

added  tax (VAT) and other indirect tax systems These sources  built  the  new  indirect  tax  structure 

The  dual Entry Tax-based indirect tax system was completed in  2009The Dual Entry Tax was  

introduced   this  year  This  tax    allowed     the  federal   government   and  states  to independently   

impose,   collect,  and  manage  taxes  A  dual  Entry  Tax  had  a  tax  and an  agreement Due to 

internal divisions  and opposition  from other parties, the governing party failed  to pass the Entry  

Tax bill.This inhibited  lawmaking   It  failed  2012  saw  government- ordered  CENVAT 

modifications  Rule 2(a) increased capital goods, Rule 2(I) changed input service, and Rule 5 replaced 

the CENVAT  credit  these  are  the  biggest  changes  since  the  original  edition In rule  13,  rules  

3(5),  3(5A),  4(1),  4(2),  6(3), 6(3C),  and  6(3D)  were significantly   altered    Rules    are   given    

These    limitations   changed   The    Indian government  passed   the  third   Act  in  2014   Rule   

7  of the  CENVAT credit  rules14 reinterprets "Relevant Period" in a significant way  It's crucial  

when  opponents won elections and  took  control  The  government considered the  CENVAT 

taxing  system flawed,  and  its  revisions did  not  improve it.The   main   downsides  of  this  

system include   the   difficulty in  precisely identifying the  tax  owed,  the  reliance of  the  tax 

burden   on  the  number  of  stages   in  the  supply   chain,   the  "anti -  Make   in  India"  
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mentality, which   raises   manufacturing  prices,  and  others   in  2015,  India's   Finance Minister  

Arun   Jaitley  proposed an  Entry  Tax  The  Ministry of  Finance released a proposed entry  tax 

bill in 2016  On  July  1,  2017,   Congress passed  the Entry  Tax bill Entry   Tax   initially  upset   

customers  However,  this  is  India's   most   economically significant tax system  success   After   

Donald   Trump   was   elected   president,  India demonetized  its   currency  on   November  8,  

2016   Trump's  election is  today   On November 8, 2016, or 2017, India demonetized its currency 

Indian  money  fabrication must  stop this reduces cash  "black  money"  and  terrorist  support. The 

Indian government decided to digitize the economy   and increase tax administration examined these 

considerations 88 percent  said  the  retail sector  is most  impacted by India's  move  because 

consumers depend  largely  on cash, and  81  percent   said  customers  drive  cash.  India found   

that demonetization  hurts agriculture Labor-intensive sectors  like  mining, leather,  and  textiles  

suffered.  

ATM and bank cash withdrawal limits reduced system misuse  by making  daily  obligations harder  

to meet cash shortages hurt daily and weekly wage earners the currency constraint affected 92 percent  

of respondents'  ability to buy food, dairy, and other needs, while 89 percent had trouble withdrawing  

or depositing  cash from banks and ATMs These numbers show cash withdrawal restrictions were 

lifted in March 2017 This is one reason  Indians  dislike charging   foreign   tourists  an entry fee 

Demonetization and a scarcity  of finances  made even basic necessities impossible  to  satisfy  They  

were  quite  tense Entry Tax raised commodity  prices, worsening  India's economic  predicament. 

India's  large  economy's  short-term  performance  cannot  anticipate  its long-term effects  these  

scenarios  depend  on  many  unpredictable    elements   An   Entry   Tax   will benefit  economy,  even 

if demonetization was a mistake India's shift to a unified taxation system  is projected  to attract  

more international  investment, boosting  its importance  Its importance  is that  India  successfully  

transitioned  to a single  taxation  regime . 

 This  has helped   e- commerce in several ways Indian GDP expanded moderately till 1980 The 

government's  economic metrics increased GDP grew 35 percent annually,  but per  capita income  

grew  13  percent Economic liberalization  was coined in 1991 Liberalization  aims to boost private  

and multinational  investment this promoted Indian  e-commerce VSNL,  a state-owned internet 

service provider, opened   the  internet to  the  public   on  August   14,  1995  More  people   are 

booking  their  trips  online   since   public   and  commercial  transportation  companies provide 

discounts. Despite a few  start-ups offering e-services through their  websites, progress  wasn't   

achieved  until   the  dot-com  boom   The  bubble   bust  hurts   India's economy. 

 

 This  caused  over  1,000  Indian  online  enterprises to  fail  Online  shopping options   have  grown  

Indian   e-commerce these internet retailers sold  cheap,   high- quality   goods  Amazon, eBay,    

Flipkart,   Jabong,   and    Make   my  trip  helped   the industry grow  quickly. 

 

Benefits of GST for E-Commerce Marketplace Sellers 
• Simplification of taxes:  GST replaces multiple taxes with a single  tax, making  it easier for 

e-commerce marketplace sellers  to comply  with tax laws. 

• Increased transparency: GST uses a digital system for invoicing and filing returns, which 

increases transparency and reduces the possibility of tax evasion. 

• Improved competitiveness: GST eliminates the cascading effect of taxes, where tax is levied  

on tax.   

This improves the competitiveness of e -commerce marketplace sellers and allows them to offer 
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goods and services at a lower price. 

• Input tax  credit:  GST  allows  e-commerce marketplace sellers  to  claim  the  input  tax credit,  

which  means  they can offset  the GST  paid on inputs  against  the GST  collected on sales. 

• Increased compliance: GST  increases compliance as e -commerce marketplace sellers are 

required to register, file returns, and pay  taxes  regularly, which  makes  it difficult for them  to 

evade  taxes. 

• Wider  market: GST  allows  e-commerce marketplace sellers  to sell their  products and 

services to customers in other states  without having  to pay additional taxes,  which  can help them  

expand  their market. 

Challenges Faced by E-Commerce Marketplace Sellers Due  to GST 
 

• The complexity of GST rules:  E-commerce marketplace sellers  may find it difficult to 

understand and comply  with the complex rules and regulations of GST, which  can lead to errors  

and penalties. 

• High compliance costs:  GST  requires e-commerce marketplace sellers  to register, file 

returns, and pay taxes  regularly, which  can increase their compliance costs. 

• Lack of IT (Information Technology) infrastructure: E -commerce marketplace sellers may  

not  have  the  necessary IT  infrastructure to  comply  with  the  digital  system  for invoicing and 

filing  returns  as required under  GST. 

•  Difficulty in claiming  input  tax  credit:   E -commerce  marketplace sellers   may  face 

challenges  in  claiming  an  input   tax  credit,   as  they   may   not  have   the  necessary documents 

or invoices to support  their claim. 

• Difficulty in understanding the GST rates:  E -commerce marketplace sellers may have 

difficulty understanding the different GST rates for different goods and services, which can lead 

to errors  in invoicing and tax payments. 

•  Difficulty in   dealing    with   multiple   tax   authorities:   GST   requires   ecommerce 

marketplace sellers  to deal with multiple tax authorities, which  can be time -consuming and 

confusing. 

In conclusion, the implementation of GST in India has had a significant impact on  ecommerce  

marketplace  sellers.   While   it  has  simplified  the  tax  system   and provided a level  playing  

field  for small  businesses, it has  also  increased compliance costs   and   created   operational  

challenges  for   sellers.   However,  with   the   proper guidance and support, e-commerce 

marketplace sellers  can navigate these  challenges and take advantage of the opportunities 

provided by GST. 
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